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The sound of our brand new band ChangoLeon is based on Latin-American music and modern, electronic instruments.
The ingredients are simple: take an electric guitar and bass, baby bass and a kicking drumset with e-pads/percussion.
What you get is an explosive cocktail - a comprehensible and catchy version of salsa-rock, cumbia-rock → or even better:
latin rock! Leaving out the loops, we’ve created a convincing new world of rock and club music, such as salsa, cumbia
and reggaeton...Don't expect any musical boundaries and enjoy masterly played funky reggaeton with oriental beats and
advanced latin-american music paired with the energy of psychodelic rock from the early 70ies until today!
Feel free to listen to our first EP that was published in June 2015 and stay tuned for our first Chango Leon Album coming
up end of the year.
Augusto Stahlke (drums&percussion, arrangements & production) and Edgar A.H. Martinez (voice, bass & compositions)
have worked together since 2012. Dactah Cudgel (e-guitars, composition, arrangement & production) joined the band in
2014. Based in Cologne, each of us plays an active role in expressing his cultural and musical roots from Colombia,
Mexico and Poland and creating our unique sound. We invite you all to celebrate with us, no matter where you're from!
See you at one of our concerts very soon!
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